DREAMING OF A NEW CORE
FOR YOUR CREDIT UNION?

For decades, the credit union data processing landscape remained unchanged. If a credit union wanted absolute
control over its technology environment, it chose an in-house core platform. If convenience and a predictable fixed
cost were the priorities, that credit union would select a “service bureau” delivery model. Each option had its benefits
and its shortcomings.
By combining a totally rearchitected, modern core processing platform with a state-of-the-art cloud delivery model,
Prodigy Core truly provides the best of both worlds.

OPEN ARCHITECTURE AND OPEN MINDS
All core processing platforms claim to be open to third-party connectivity. It’s true. With enough brute force, any thirdparty software package can be integrated to any core platform. The two questions you need to ask are:
1. How easy is the integration process?
2. How much will integration cost in dollars and cents?
Prodigy offers cost-free access to its very robust API. A few of the obstacles you’re likely to encounter with virtually all
of the big-name core platforms include:
•
•
•
•

You’re required to license proprietary middleware from the core provider to integrate a third-party product.
Legacy integration tools significantly extend the time to deployment.
The core processor charges an exorbitant “integration fee” for any products other than the ones they sell.
Poor integration capabilities don’t allow your credit union to take full advantage of the new software.
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At Prodigy, we go to great lengths to choose top-tier integration partners – software vendors whose products we
know will enhance any credit union’s operations. Yet, we recognize that one size never fits all. In the end, we want
you to choose the third-party technology that works best for your individual credit union. And we are committed to
making that process as easy, straightforward and cost-effective as possible. This is one of the many advantages of our
modern architecture.

BROWSER BASED AND OPERATING SYSTEM AGNOSTIC
Most credit unions run Microsoft Windows at the workstation level. However, maybe your marketing department
prefers MacOS. Or perhaps there are a few workstations in IT that run Linux. Even more critically, you may be interested
in replacing all of those expensive personal computers with low-cost, thin-client terminals.
Prodigy Core can be deployed in any mixed environment you choose. And because the platform is 100 percent
browser based, there are never any minimum workstation requirements to worry about, nor is there any client
software that needs to be updated with new core software releases.

HIGHLY SECURE AND HIGHLY COST EFFECTIVE
When a credit union runs its entire IT operation in-house, it’s on its own. There is no economy of scale to be realized.
Just the opposite is true when your credit union shifts its core processing to a private, credit union-focused cloud.
Our data centers are fortified with the latest security hardware and
software. And because ensuring the peak performance of these data
centers is critical to our business, we’re committed to continually
upgrading those security measures. We’re able to invest significantly more
in this area than any single credit union ever could.
Our advanced cloud infrastructure is totally scalable, too. This means that
your credit union only pays for the computing power it needs today. If your
needs change tomorrow, additional resources can be provisioned literally
in a matter of minutes. This helps keep our costs down, which in turn keeps
the cost to our credit unions down.
The end result is a very robust, flexible, open, secure, affordable core processing platform specifically designed to meet
the needs of today’s progressive credit unions.

THE CUSO DIFFERENCE
When you partner with Prodigy, you’re working with an organization that understands technology and understands
your credit union. We don’t over-provision servers. We don’t sell you more than you need. We don’t limit your access to
your data. We simply help you do technology better.

go beyond remarkable
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